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Abstract 
Today, a wide research area in perception psychology has been established on how individuals perceive and transfer the outside 
world through drawings that are considered as a measure of artistic development in art education. In this respect, the study 
focuses on supportability of programs and exercises included in drawing courses in fine arts education with data specific to the 
students' visual perception processes. The purpose of the study is to a contribute a flexible program suggestion taking into 
account individual differences in terms of perception issues and to support students' participation in this program with solutions 
about themselves.
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1. Introduction 
Drawing is recognized as the basic form of expression in fine arts education. The methods associated with 
drawing education are mainly supported with formal features such as recreating the structure on two dimensional 
surfaces and use of visual components however the way visual information is processed in our mind while during is 
not clearly emphasized. Recognizing the objects we see indicates a process parallel to the formation of images in the 
mind and perception of reality and comprehension. Thus, this study will discuss the way mind processes visual 
information in visual perception and cognitive structure. In this article, own learning processes of students are 
highlighted and particularly, it is suggested with realistic approach to the matter that problems related to drawing 
can be eliminated with awareness and solutions related to their own perception structures as well as a creative 
approach.   
 
While mentioning the transformation of perception into conceptual processes, Rudolf Arnheim also states that 
perception is a cognitive process. The studies on visual perception reveal that drawing methods taught to students is 
a vital factor for visual comprehension of the world surrounding us, just like the skills of seeing the whole image, 
classifying the formal elements and recognizing the geometric form hidden in the whole image. However the 
perception, which is a result of information received by sight and processed with a series of processes, is different 
what we see. Thus, such studies encourage us to approach perception as a creative activity of human mind. 
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Furthermore, shape of an object seen does not merely depend on its retinal reflection at a certain moment but it is 
determined by our different visual experiences achieved from that or that kind of objects throughout our lives. (1)  
 
Experts consider perception to be a complex process covering numerous information data and analysis of that 
data. Thus, perception of an object or image and recreation of it with drawing requires a series of cognitive 
processes such as comparison and analysis of the whole and parts and comprehension, simplification and abstraction 
of basic structures and relations on this issue. These processes also reveal interpretations beyond the "conscious 
comprehension" definition with selection, prevention or transformation processes. In this sense, the drawing ability 
is regarded as a series of activities happening in a cognitive and psychological structure and mainly independent 
processes. In that case, the main problem here is supporting methods and predictions about drawing education in 
parallel to the perceptual processes. 
2. Drawing Perceptions of Students At The Begining Of Drawing Classes   
Ruskin argues that learning how to draw is learning how to see. (2)  We can say that methods and learning 
criteria for drawing in art education are based on drawing by observation in our country, just like in other several 
places, and depend on the relationship between perception and cognition. In that sense, “… it is considered as the 
essential tool of analytic learning”. (3) The basic characteristic of this relationship between perception and drawing 
is retransformation of our knowledge of the visible during the drawing process. 
 
It is observed in our country that students admitted to fine art faculties after various preparation courses and 
trainings find the issue of drawing complex. The processes should be ordered and visual perception data should be 
organized at drawing classes where approach to the issue is transformed into a series of analysis and design, and 
interpretation is taught as a series of procedures and processes. In contrast to pure observation and perception 
experience, this is a process requiring inner awareness and thus becoming a basic platform for creativity. In this 
context, there is not any essential transfer in drawing that ensures compatibility of the image on picture level and the 
model. The methods used for seeing accurately in drawing process (such as controlling accuracy with measurement 
tools) might not yield a result right away since they need to be practiced with a series of other elements. Besides, it 
is observed that the instruments used can sometimes alienate the students from the drawing process since they are 
seen as obstacles preventing student’s confidence in their observation skills.  
 
Prior vision habits and perception change with the drawing education. In drawing process, analysis and 
reconstruction of objects replaces the reality naturally comprehended by perception. Examining and discovering the 
visible world with drawing generally requires destruction of such information and reconstruction of that information 
with new relationships. However it is observed that fixed methods about comprehension of an object, strict 
approaches focused on contours or accuracy and measurement problems force beginner level drawing students to be 
extremely careful for not making any mistakes and thus discourage them to experiment. B. Edwards underlines that 
we learn to see objects in the concept of words since childhood and this cognitive process taking place on the left 
lobe, verbal system of the brain, which is based on recognition and denomination, prevents observing objects for a 
long period of time. However he argues that drawing "... requires observing an object for a certain amount of time, 
perceiving several details and their harmony, learning as many details as possible and ideally learning each and 
every detail" (4)  
 
Majority of art instructors believe that observing the drawing methods of masters will be enlightening for 
comprehending the drawing process and cognitive process underlying it. Besides, instructing can be sometimes 
difficult since the process of drawing can not be directed consciously at all times or some experiences can not be 
communicated in words. In that sense "... processing and transforming the information .... can be best described with 
cognitive terms" (5). There is always a difference between the seen and drawn. This difference is important for 
examining the process of visual perception and cognitive information processing and transforming these into the 
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results of drawing classes. Besides, drawing instructors state that there is an essential difference between instructing 
methods and visual attention, in terms of visual thinking process.  
 
3.  Fragmented Nature Of Perception And Drawing 
The other purpose of this study is to contribute to the process of suggesting a program where visual perception 
data can be used effectively. Art instructors accept the active role of drawing in the process of comprehending visual 
information and they focus on the nature and method of learning in order to develop skills of drawing by 
observation. M. Fava refers to the sample work analysis of artists for the purpose of developing a cognitive method 
for drawing by observation. Fava documented the thoughts of artists during drawing process and then classified 
those in generalizable measures in order to understand the mechanisms underlying the drawing skills. Accordingly 
evaluation, decision-making, determination and development of sub-targets are classified as “strategic thinking” 
whereas features such as compositional size, total view or relative size of pieces, configuration of points and 
structuring of the shape state the difference with ‘visual attention’.  
 
In that case, one can assume that combined, associated but yet separate processes and activities of drawing will 
be enriched with fragmented nature of perception process. In other words, the cognitive data processing offers wide 
range of opportunities.   Neuropsychological studies on the mind revealed that there are not only one but several 
concurrent internal representations in the brain. These are different aspects of an object or actions to be represented 
and created with abstracts at different levels. Most of the information is stored at different parts of the brain and 
controls our behaviors without reaching the level of conscious awareness. Actually, the main characteristic of 
conscious awareness is not being aware of fragmented nature of the representations in the brain. Another matter 
addressed by the perception psychologists is integrating processes, realized at different parts while comprehending 
the visual world, in one single image while perceiving the outer world.  
 
In the process of drawing by observation, drawing is considered to be consisted of a series of basic combinations 
and independent processes located on the different parts of the mind. For example, visual perception psychologists 
argue that recognizing models or images and determining the distances are independent processes happening in 
different parts of the mind.  “Our perception of spaces is dominated by our knowledge of what objects are,  rather 
than what they look like. For example, we are unaware of the extreme foreshortening of objects that are close by, 
but these “inaccuracies” in our conscious perception do not affect our ability to locate objects in space. Making a 
drawing requires the arbitrary resolution of these various tensions. We must override our awareness of the standard 
appearance of objects (what they are) if we are to show what they look like in any particular case. However, our 
hand movements in making the drawing may be controlled by information about the scene of which we are not fully 
aware.”(6) 
 
Art instructors always highlight the importance of simply being aware of our mind's thinking mechanism in 
drawing education. In this sense, perception processes in drawing and awareness of reactions to this issue are 
monitored with various methods. Seeing the whole image, classifying the elements forming the structure, 
associating parts and perceiving the motion are some of the basic characteristics of those. In this concept, although 
drawing is a trained process of seeing that is developed by practicing, self-observation of the individual is important 
since the relationship established with the material is not only a matter of skill but also an expression of own 
experiences. For this purpose, achieving a sense of inner observation, as well as teaching the mastership of drawing 
and unique problems of this discipline, as a part of drawing class practices is important for students.  
 
Finally, as a drawing instructor, I realized that methods and stages practiced at drawing classes can yield 
productive results provided that they take into consideration individual differences of students. The ideas basis to 
this study emerged from the need of searching for methods for personalization of drawing, its use by students as a 
form of self-expression, methods beyond perceiving this merely as a problem of observation and transfer and the 
need for experimental process.  
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Conclusion 
 
The independency of processes in visual perception and its complex structure is considered to be an extensive, 
experimental area of drawing education because the result of drawing has a structure beyond comprehending data 
unique to outer world or fully transferring that data. As a mixture associated with more complex judgments, drawing 
is an area that matures several processes unique to individual structure and ensuring individual awareness. We can 
say that several art instructors and artists find it difficult to explain drawing process in words because it is a complex 
process and while drawing, people might not actually be aware of the process all the time. Besides, it is observed 
that differences related to the perception process yield highly creative results in drawing. 
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